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Rights, and Restoring International Law

Resolution 2.3

Committee: Security Council
Subject: Containing and addressing the crisis in Haiti

The Security Council:

Recognizing the urgent need for international monetary and logistical support to the
Haitian National Police (PNH) to restore their effectiveness at controlling the
deteriorating situation, (1)

Encouraging Member States to continue providing funding to Haiti through the United
Nations Basket Fund for Haiti, (2)

Taking the position that any assistance to Haiti for controlling its organized crime
problem must have the goal of ultimately enabling the country to defend itself rather than
relying entirely on international aid, (3)

Keeping in Mind peacekeeping is an option only once an invitation has been extended by
a Member State’s government, and in this case it has been invited in, (4)

Emphasizing resolution 2653 (2022) sanctions put on the Haitian regime to freeze assets
and implement and embargo on the country, (5)

Urging the trial of the G9 coalition and the assas of president Jovenel Moise by the
Haitian Judicial system while mindful of the dysfunctionality of the body, (6)

Acknowledging the correlation between poverty and violence and the need to break the
cycle of poverty through the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals passed by the General
Assembly, (7)

1. Assigns United Nations Police Advisors to build the capacity of Haitian law
enforcement by providing funding and training to:

a. Building the capacity of the PNH to restore the rule of law with particular
emphasis on limiting gang activity inside the Member State, with training
focused on:
i. Eliminating drug-related activities within Haiti,
ii. Identifying gang members and monitoring their activities,
iii. Combating organized crime in urban areas,
iv. Credibly providing security and protection in areas at risk of

falling into the hands of gangs,
v. Gathering evidence against and prosecuting gang members,



b. Improve the Haitian police's ability to eliminate drug-related activities,
operating this effort in conjunction with the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime,

c. Assist the PNH in their efforts to:
i. Investigate and monitor organized crime, and;
ii. Prosecute gang members once they have been identified;

2. Designates that aid from the basket fund be spent only in ways which directly
benefit the security of the people of Haiti under the supervision of United Nations
Integrated Office in Haiti (BINUH), aid must only contribute to the development,
infrastructure, training officials, and education;

3. Coordinates humanitarian aid efforts directed at areas of Haiti ravaged by gang
violence through BINUH to ensure proper allocation of funds and deliver goods
and services satisfying the basic living needs of Hatians such as:

a. secure access to food and water, and,
b. safe and reliable access to healthcare;

4. Further Proclaims the need of peacekeepers to assist in the disarmament of the
terrorist group called the G9 gang, the empowerment of national authorities to:

a. help regain its’ control once again,
b. implement protection measures for its citizens,
c. prevent the growing conflict from metastasizing into full-blown internal

war, and;
d. decrease the likelihood that dormant conflicts will flare up again;

5. Further calls for the identification of additional state and non-state individuals
and groups terrorizing the Haitian population as a mean to apply adequate
sanctions;

6. Supports the restoration of Haitian Courts to peaceful and stable operations while
informing the Government of Haiti of the willingness of international bodies to
assist with the functioning of the judicial system despite the crisis;

7. Advises fellow Member States to invest in the infrastructure and industry via
bilateral relations within Haiti to assist in the fight against poverty, and
subsequently poverty induced violence through:

a. Low interest loans from fellow Member States to facilitate the
development of infrastructure, and,

b. Investment in Haiti's export industries from NGOs, Member States, and
the private sector to jumpstart the Haitian economy.
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